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Edgeband is personal for us: 
It’s our people, some who’ve been laying eyes on 
edgeband matches for 20 years, and our attention to 
detail that uphold our reputation day in and day out. 
REHAU edgeband is delivered with an imperceptible 
color difference of less than 1 Delta E, whether the 
material is PVC, PP, PMMA or ABS. Their color stability 
and material resiliance ensures they will age as 
gracefully as your millwork and cabinets. Innovating 
edging, whether in production plant or in the warehouse, 
is our business. 

Say Goodbye to glue pots and glue lines with our REHAU 
LaserEdgeTM zero-joint technology. Take curves with ease 
using REHAU FlexEdge® semi-rigid edging. Find 
anything you need, whenever you want, in whatever 
length among the 10,000 SKUs at the REHAU 
Marketplace. With so much going on at the shop, leave 
the details of edging to us.

na.rehau.com/edging

We pay attention to details just like you.
Entrust us with your unfinished edges. Decades of perfecting our craft in polymers, pigments and print 
wheels have earned REHAU the reputation of the best surface-to-edge matchmaker in the industry. 

Whether it’s the thousands of edgeband colors in multiple formulations we have in stock or something 
custom made for you, make a match that will last the entirety of its surfaced life.

Search, sample and order edgeband 
on the REHAU Marketplace
•    Stock program refreshed with the latest designs
•    10,000+ SKUs in thick and thin industry standard sizes
•    Matches for the latest collections of the leading HPL and   
     melamine manufacturers
•    Order quantities as small as 100 ft coils

www.rehau-marketplace.com

Why REHAU edgeband? 

Best surface-
to-edge 
matchmaker 
in the 
industry.

Freedom to 
choose from 
the largest 
selection of 
sizes and 
materials.

Innovating to 
solve issues 
at the edge, 
one roll at a 
time.


